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Educate primary school children 
about the fundamentals of mathematics



In collaboration with designer Robin 
Miller we created a teaching tool to help 
primary school children understand the 
fundamentals of mathematics. 

We based the design on the Montessori 
style of learning which is a very active way 
of teaching children through play. 
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Squared consists of a 2D net that folds in to a 100mm³ box which has a series of attachable faces. Each face 
covers one aspect of mathematics and come in varying levels of difficulty to gradually teach kids about the 
different principles of mathematics.



We tested it with a group of Year 5 students 
who used it as a guide to answer a series 
of math problems we made in collaboration 
with the teachers. 

The session recieved a positive response 
from both students and teachers and we 
were even asked wether Squared would be 
available to buy in the future



If we find enough schools showing demand for it we will get a small batch of them manufactured using injection 
moulding and see if there is a larger market for these to be adopted in the masses.



Help people value the quality of their tap water as 
well as the environmental impact of plastic bottles



As a reusable water bottle is a product that is meant to have a long life span I felt the form needed to have a 
premium feel to it that you can't get with standard PET water bottles. 



Cup and Carry consists of a cup for drinking 
while at home as well as a ‘carry’ that can 
be placed on top of the cup to create a 
bottle for drinking while on the go. 

Both the cup and the ‘carry’ are made of 
borosilicate glass which shows off the 
clarity of the water inside while having the 
durability of a lab beaker. 



After deciding to go for the two-part cup and carry design I made many CAD prototypes to experiment with forms, 
shapes and sizes until I found a perfect combination. The initial design was going to have a seal cap but I decided 
to change it to a sports cap to make it more secure and moved the seal to the ring section on the carry.



I chose not to include a filter as contrary to 
popular belief standard tap water always 
goes through numerous processes to 
ensure it’s quality. Taste test have even 
proven that in the majority of cases it’s 
higher quality than bottled water.



Design a wall-mounted headphone stand 
to be mass-manufactured in aluminium



Born out of YouTuber Linus Sebastian’s 
frustration with overpriced, mediocrely 
designed headphone stands Linus Tech 
Tips teamed up with 3D printing platform 
My Mini Factory and Silverstone to hold 
a competition to design a wall-mounted 
headphone stand with the winner getting 
their design mass-produced by Silverstone.



While at first I thought the stand had to take up a large amount of space 
for it to be able to hold more than one pair of headphones I decided to 
incorporate a ball and socket joint so that it could fold down to reduce 
the amount of space it took up when not in use. 

This also helps redistribute the weight to reduce the amount of stress put 
upon the wall as well as giving the arm some level of maneuverability. 



Design the user experience around a new product 
for customers who struggle with online banking



As part of the UI/UX team I was tasked with designing the physical aspect of an upcoming service. First I had to 
think about what the BKey is, who would use it and the experience they would have when using it.



Shirley is a 35 year old woman that is about 
to get married and wants to start saving for 
her families future.

In her search to find the ideal savings 
account she finds herself confused by 
corporate jargon and the huge amount of 
choices available.

BKey solves her problem by combining a 
physical device with a digital service to 
create a simple to use banking experience 
she can use on the go.



Since the BKey is only available by request I wanted to give it a premium aesthetic that makes it stand out from 
normal, everyday USB devices. 



Revive the letterpress for a university of digital 
designers over a 2 day festival at Ravensbourne



The letterpress stamp was an idea 
built under the notion that everyone at 
Ravensbourne, at least in graphic design, 
complains that letterpress is absent and 
that classes are too expensive.

In collaboration with five other students 
we revived the letterpress for a university 
of digital designers and sold it at a 2-day 
event at Ravensbourne called Penrose 
Festival.



We split the fabrication in to three seperate 
groups one for cutting the type, another for 
cutting the type block and a third group for 
making the frames. When everything was 
complete we all came together to assemble 
the letterpress stamp kits.



Each Letterpress stamp kit comes with an 
A5 frame with a magnetic base, a bag of 
type blocks, an ink pad and an instruction 
booklet.

At first we only offered a serif, a sans serif 
and an inbetween font but during the 
festival we realised that people preferred 
to request fonts so we decided to make 
bespoke sets after Penrose Festival.



An instruction booklet graphic designer Victoria Coppen made for first time users to understand the basic 
principles behind the Letterpress Stamp.
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